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Abstract—Inverse problems with sparsity constrains, such Basis Pursuit denoising (BPDN) and Convolutional BPDN (CBPDN),
usually use the `1 -norm as the penalty function; however such
choice leads to a solution that is biased towards zero. Recently,
several works have proposed and assessed the properties of other
non-standard penalty functions (most of them non-convex), which
avoid the above mentioned drawback and at the same time are
intended to induce sparsity more strongly than the `1 -norm.
In this paper we propose a two-term penalty function consisting of a synthesis between the `1 -norm and the penalty function
associated with the Non-Negative Garrote (NNG) thresholding
rule. Although the proposed two-term penalty function is nonconvex, the total cost function for the BPDN / CBPDN problems is still convex. The performance of the proposed twoterm penalty function is compared with other reported choices
for practical denoising, deconvolution and convolutional sparse
coding (CSC) problems within the BPDN / CBPDN frameworks.
Our experimental results show that the proposed two-term
penalty function is particularly effective (better reconstruction
with sparser solutions) for the CSC problem while attaining
competitive performance for the denoising and deconvolution
problems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A sparse representation is an adaptive signal decomposition
consisting of a linear combination of atoms from an overcomplete dictionary, where the coefficients of the linear combination are optimized according to some sparsity criterion.
One of the most well-known methods for computing such a
sparse representation is Basis Pursuit Denoising (BPDN) [1]
which consists of the minimization
1
2
arg min
kΦu − bk2 + p(u, λ)
2
{u}

(1)

where b is the input data, an N1 × N2 image in the present
context, Φ represents the overcomplete dictionary, u is the
sparse representation, and p(.) is the penalty function, which
usually is the `1 -norm, i.e. p(u, λ) = λ · kuk1 .
Moreover, a convolutional sparse representation (CSR) [2],
[3] models an entire image as a sum over a set of convolutions of coefficient maps, of the same size as the image,
with their corresponding dictionary filters. Given a set of
dictionary filters, the most widely used formulation of the
convolutional sparse coding (CSC) problem is Convolutional
BPDN (CBPDN) [4], defined as
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K
1 X
arg min
Hk ∗ uk − b
2
{uk }
k=1

2

+
2

K
X

p(uk , λ)

(2)

k=1

where {Hk } is a set of K (usually but not necessarily) nonseparable L1 × L2 filters and {uk } is the corresponding set
coefficient maps (each with N = N1 × N2 samples); b and
p(.) are the same as for (1).
Recently, several works [5], [6], [7], [8] have proposed or
assessed the use of different penalty functions for (1); the
list includes the Logarithmic and Arctangent penalty functions
[6], as well as those associated with the Non-negative Garrote
(NNG) [9], SCAD [10] and Firm [11] thresholding rules. The
key sought-after property for these alternatives is to induce
sparsity more strongly than the `1 -norm penalty function. Due
to the similarities (see discussion in Section II-B) between
(1) and (2), at a high level, known theoretical results for (1)
do apply to (2), however computational results (reconstruction
quality, sparsity) do not necessarily follow the same trend for
(1) and (2) (see results in Section IV).
In this paper we propose a parametric two-term penalty
function (originally reported in [12]), defined as
p(x, λ, α, β) = λ · α · kxk1 + pnng (x, λ · β),

(3)

with α > 0, β > 0, and pnng (x, γ) is the penalty function
associated with the Non-Negative Garrote (NNG) thresholding
rule (see (12)-(13)).
II. P REVIOUS RELATED WORK
We start this section with a summary of the properties
of several non `1 -norm penalty functions, to then continue
with a brief review of the well-known FISTA and ADMM
algorithms, which we use to solve (1)-(2) and carry out the
computational experiments reported in Section IV; finally we
outline known results and conditions for which the FISTA
and ADMM algorithms, considering a non-convex penalty
function, converge to the global minimum.
A. Non `1 -norm penalty functions
In [5] the Firm thresholding rule was used to solve problem
(1) via a modified version of the ISTA and FISTA algorithms;
computational results showed that a larger regularization parameter (λ in (1)) can be used, when compared to the case of
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the soft-thresholding rule (associated to the `1 -norm penalty
function, see (11)), thus leading to a significant reduction of
the total number of iterations.
[6] assessed the convergence properties of the ISTA algorithm for any thresholding rule1 and presented numerical examples comparing the `0 , `1 norms with the NNG,
SCAD and Firm thresholding rules when solving problem
(1) applied to denoising and inpaiting of images. One of
the main conclusions of [6] is that the best thresholding rule
(reconstruction quality point of view) is problem dependent. It
is also mentioned that NNG, SCAD and the Firm thresholding
rules have very similar performance.
The Logarithmic and Arctangent (parametric) penalty functions were introduced in [7]; it also focused on the conditions
to be met by non-convex penalty functions so as to ensure
the convexity of the total cost function of (1). While these
penalty functions exhibit less bias (than the `1 -norm) they are
particularly convenient in algorithms for solving (1) that do
not used their corresponding thresholding rules directly but the
derivative of their penalty functions, such IRLS [14], FOCUSS
[15] and (majorization-minimization) MM-based [16].
[8] provided a general framework to show the convergence
of the ISTA algorithm when solving (1) along with a nonconvex penalty function. Experimentally, it was shown that the
use of large step sizes in ISTA can accelerate its convergence
when used along the Firm thresholding rule; furthermore, a
novel weakly convex penalty function, designed to promote
integer values (see [8, Section V]), was also proposed.
B. Numerical algorithms for (1) and (2)
In a generic fashion, either (1) or (2) can be written as
arg min f (x) + p(x, λ).

(4)

{x}

Furthermore, for both cases we can also consider that f (x) =
2
1
2 kAx − bk2 ; in the case of (1) the relationship is direct,
while
PK for (2) we have that x = [u1 , u2 , . . . , uK ] and Ax =
k=1 Hk ∗ uk . Using this notation, for either (1) or (2)
∇f (u) = AT (Ax − b).
1) FISTA: The Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [17] is closely related to ISTA, but has
faster convergence. For convenience the computational steps
of FISTA are reproduced in Algorithm 1. Note that L in this
algorithm can be updated for each iteration by following a
backtracking step size rule [17, Section 4].
It is worth mentioning that ISTA/FISTA algorithms have
been previously used to solve (2): [18] and [19] proposed
an ISTA and FISTA based algorithms respectively, computing
the necessary gradient in the spatial domain, assuming a nonseparable filter bank (FB) {Hk }, while [12] proposed a FISTA
based algorithm, assuming a separable FB.
2) ADMM: The ADMM algorithm [20] is a well-known
and versatile method used to solve an optimization problem
of the form minu,v f (x) + p(y, λ) s.t. F x + Gy − c = 0.

1
2
3

Inputs: λ (parameter), L (Lipschitz constant of ∇f (x))
Step 0 : Set y1 = x0 (initial guess), β1 = 1
Step n: (n ≥ 1) Compute
λ
n−1
)
xn = thresh(x
+ L1 AT (b − Ayn ), L
√
1+ 1+4βn
βn+1 =
2
−1
yn+1 = xn + ββnn+1
(xn − xn−1 )
Algorithm 1: FISTA applied to (4) for which f (u) =
2
1
2 kAx − bk2 . thresh(·), in line 1, is the corresponding thresh3
olding rule for the particular penalty function in (4).
The ADMM iterations with scaled dual variable are given by
(5)-(7) and can be readily applied to problem (1) as well as to
problem (2). For the latter case, see [4, Section 3]; moreover,
recent ADMM-based approaches compute the convolutions in
the frequency domain [21], [22], [23], [4], [24].
ρ
x(n+1) = min f (x) + kF x + Gy(n) − c + z(n) k22
(5)
x
2
ρ
y(n+1) = min p(y, λ) + kF x(n+1) + Gy − c + z(n) k22 (6)
y
2
z(n+1) = z(n) + F x(n+1) + Gy(n+1) − c .
(7)
It is worth noting that, when G is the identity2 , the solution
to (6) is given by (8), where thresh(·) is the corresponding
thresholding rule3 for the selected penalty function.
λ
yn+1 = thresh(F x(n+1) + z(n) , ),
ρ
C. Convergence under non-convex penalty functions
In this section we provide a summary of the results presented in [6], [8] and [25], [26], which focused on the
convergence of the ISTA and ADMM algorithms respectively,
when solving (1) for non-convex penalty functions.
Definition II.1. A function p : <N −→ < is said to be csemi convex (see [6, Definition 1]) or c-weakly convex (see
[8, Definition 1]) if g(x) = τ2 kxk22 + p(x, λ) is convex when
τ ≥ c ≥ 0.
On what follows we use the term “c-semi convex” to indistinctly refer to either “c-semi convex” or “c-weakly convex”.
If the penalty function p(.), for problem (1), is c-semi
convex, then
• It can be shown that the cost function defined by problem
(1) is convex.
• The ISTA algorithm converges to the global minimum of
(1), see [6, Theorem 2]. A similar result was presented
in [8, Proposition 4].
Furthermore, in [25] an empirical study was carried out
to assess the practical performance of ADMM algorithm on
several nonconvex applications, including the case when the
penalty function p(.) in (1), applied to image denoising, is the
`0 -norm. For the above mentioned case, the ADMM algorithm
usually converged; moreover, it was noted that the choice of
the ρ parameter (see (5)-(6)) greatly affects the convergence

1 Given

a thresholding rule, a corresponding penalty function p(·) can
always be computed (see [13], [6], [7]).
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is the case for the problems consider in this work.
p(x, γ) = γ ·kxk1 , then thresh(.) is soft thresholding, defined in (11).
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rate and quality of the denoised image and thus even simple
adaptive schemes, such the ones described in [20, Section 3.4],
should be considered.
In a more general context, [26] proved the convergence of
the ADMM algorithm for several nonconvex penalty functions.
For such purpose, the restricted prox-regularity (see [26,
Definition 2]) was defined; this definition is related to c-semi
convex (see Definition II.1), although instead of enforcing a
global condition it only requires to be hold over a subset,
resulting in a weaker condition and thus implicitly implying
that any c-semi convex penalty function, when solving (1) via
the ADMM algorithm, do converge to the global minimum.

to consider the scalar version g(x) = τ2 x2 + pmix (x, λ, α, β)
in order to check for convexity.
Taking λα = λ · α and λβ = λ · β, the first and second
derivative for g(.) are given by
2λβ
g 0 (x) = τ x + λα sign(x) + q
sign(x)(14)
x2 + 4λ2β + |x|
2λ2β δ(x)
−
g 00 (x) = τ + λα δ(x) + q
x2 + 4λ2β + |x|


2λ2β sign(x) sign(x) + 4λ2x+x2
β
q
2
x2 + 4λ2β + |x|

III. P ROPOSED TWO - TERM PENALTY FUNCTION
In this Section we describe the proposed two-term penalty
function defined in (3), reproduced below for convenience:
pmix (x, λ, α, β) = λ · α · kxk1 + pnng (x, λ · β),

(9)

where α > 0, β > 0, and pnng (x, γ) is defined in (13). We
also analyze the conditions for which problems (1)-(2) with
(9) as the penalty function converge to the global minimum
via either the FISTA or ADMM algorithms.
Since (9) can be understood as synthesis of the `-1 norm
and the penalty function associated with the NNG thresholding
rule, we start with a brief summary of both.
The solution to optimization problem
min
x

1
kx − yk + p(x, λ),
2

(10)

usually referred as the proximity operator4 for p(.), is given
by5
x∗ = shrink(y, λ) = sign(y) · max{0, |y| − λ}

(11)

when p(x, λ) = λ · kxk1 , and
x∗ = threshnng (y, λ) = y · max{0, 1 −

λ2
}
y2



p(x, λ) = λ2 · asinh



|x|
2λ



|x|
+√
2
x + λ2 + |x|


(13)

which is the penalty function associated with the NNG thresholding rule (12). It is worth mentioning that (12) is c-semi
convex (see Definition II.1) with constant c = 12 .
Proposition III.1. The penalty function (9) is c-semi convex
with constant c = 12 .
Proof. Using Definition II.1, we have that g(x) = τ2 kxk22 +
pmix (x, λ, α, β), where pmix (.) is defined in (9). Observing
that each component of g(·) is independent6 then we only need
1
4 prox
p,λ = minx 2 kx − yk + p(x, λ)
5 Scalar operations applied to a vector are considered
6 g(x)

P

k

asinh

τ
2

=


|xk |
2λβ



+

P

k

x2k

+

λ !·

|xk |
q
x2
+(λβ)2 +|xk |
k
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Noting that g 00 (0) = τ +λα +λβ − 12 , g 00 (0+ ) = τ − 12 and that
g 00 (.) is strictly decreasing and symmetric, then g 00 (x) > 0 ∀x
if τ ≥ 21 , and thus g(x) = τ2 x2 + pmix (x, λ, α, β) is c-semi
convex with constant c = 21 .
Given the result of Proposition III.1 then when (9) is
used as the penalty function for either (1)-(2), such problems
are convex and have a unique minimizer. Furthermore, the
thresholding rule7 associated with penalty (9) is given by

γ(x, λ, α, β) if |x| > λ · (α + β)
thresh(x, λ, α, β) =
0
otherwise
(16)
2
x(x−sign(x) λ·α
)+λ2 ·α2 −λ2 ·β 2
where γ(x, λ, α, β) =
.
x+λ·α
When the constraint α + β = 1 is included, then (16)
is in fact a synthesis between soft-thresholding and NNG,
parametrized by the constants α, β 8 . When (1)-(2) are solved
via the FISTA or ADMM algorithms, experimentally we have
observed that it is convenient to vary, at each main iteration,
the values of α and β, starting with α close to 1, and then
slowly decreasing it. The computational results in Section IV
indicate that this simple strategy is very effective.

(12)

when

P to apply element-wise.
α k |xk | + (λβ)2 ·

(15)

IV. R ESULTS
All related experiments were carried on an Intel i7-4710HQ
(2.5 GHz, 6MB Cache, 32GB RAM) based laptop with a
nvidia GTX980M GPU card. Images from the USC-SIPI
database [27], rescaled to the range [0, 1], were used as test
images for all cases.
We solve either (1) or (2) via the FISTA and the ADMM
algorithms; for the former, we developed a Matlab library
(GPU-enabled for the specific case of (2)), which has been
made publicly available [28]; for the latter, we make use of the
SPORCO9 library [29]. It is worth mentioning that our FISTA
implementation does include a backtracking step subroutine
(see Section II-B1), that greatly improves its convergence rate.
whereas the ADMM implementation includes the adaptive
schemes described in [20, Section 3.4], which as mentioned
7 Can

be directly computed by setting (14) equal to zero.
α = 1, β = 0, (16) is equivalent to soft-thresholding, i.e. (11),
whereas for α = 0, β = 1 (16) is equivalent to NNG, i.e. (12).
9 We have made some minor variations to this library; patches are available
at [28].
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in Section II-C, greatly improve the ADMM convergence rate
when solving (1) along with a nonconvex penalty functions.
For all related experiments we consider10 the `1 -norm,
NNG, proposed (see (9)) and Logarithmic penalty functions,
labeled “L1”, “NNG”, “Mix” and “Log” respectively, and
present reconstruction metrics (SNR, PSNR, MSE and SSIM
0
[30]) and and a sparsity measure, defined as 100 · kuk
N where
u represents the solution to (1) or (2) and N is the number
of pixels in the input image. Furthermore, for the denoising
and deconvolution cases we also report reconstruction metrics
for the Total Variation (TV) [31] and Expected Patch Log
Likelihood (EPLL) [32] methods, which are used as baselines.

of the “L1”, “Mix” and “NNG” penalty functions are very
similar (“L1” and “Mix” slightly outperform the “NNG”) and
significantly better than the “Log” penalty function. These
results are representative for the majority of images in the
USC-SIPI database [27].
Method
L1
NNG
ADMM
Mix
Log
L1
NNG
FISTA
Mix
Log
TV
EPLL

A. Denoising and deconvolution
For the denoising and deconvolution cases we consider that
the observed image b is given by
b = H ∗ v + η,

(17)

where v represents the original image, H is a blurring kernel
and η is Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ 2 . For the
denoising case H = I whereas for the deconvolution case H
is a 13×13 sample Gaussian filter with unit standard deviation.
Method
L1
NNG
ADMM
Mix
Log
L1
NNG
FISTA
Mix
Log
TV
EPLL

SNR
17.29
16.28
17.15
15.74
17.44
17.47
17.44
15.80
18.33
19.99

PSNR SSIM MSE Sp (%)
30.54 0.82 7e-4 15.8
29.53 0.80 8e-4 17.4
30.40 0.80 7e-4 17.2
28.99 0.81 9e-4 15.7
30.69 0.83 6e-4 13.9
30.72 0.83 6e-4 10.7
30.69 0.83 6e-4 14.0
29.05 0.81 9e-4 13.9
31.59 0.87 5e-4
–
33.24 0.89 4e-4
–

Cost
3.86e2
4.22e2
3.75e2
4.17e2
3.82e2
4.02e2
3.80e2
4.13e2
–
–

PSNR SSIM MSE Sp (%)
27.01 0.76 1.5e-3 4.33
26.30 0.67 1.7e-3 6.38
26.92 0.73 1.5e-9 5.33
25.66 0.73 2.0e-3 4.66
27.03 0.76 1.5e-3 4.09
26.92 0.74 1.5e-3 4.31
27.03 0.76 1.5e-3 4.12
25.63 0.72 2.0e-3 4.35
27.39 0.78 1.4e-3
–
27.64 0.79 1.3e-3
–

Cost
3.36e+2
3.17e+2
3.28e+2
3.48e+2
3.39e+2
3.40e+2
3.39e+2
3.47e+2
–
–

TABLE II
D ECONVOLUTION RESULTS FOR BPDN WITH DIFFERENT PENALTY COST
FUNCTIONS WITH λ = 0.015, WHEN APPLIED TO THE L ENA TEST IMAGE ,
CORRUPTED WITH σ = 0.05; THE OBSERVED IMAGE ( SEE (17)) HAS SNR
= 9.49, PSNR = 22.74, SSIM = 0.19 AND MSE = 4.0e − 3. T HE TV AND
EPLL RESULTS ARE INCLUDED AS BASELINES .

B. Convolutional sparse coding

TABLE I
D ENOISING RESULTS FOR BPDN WITH DIFFERENT PENALTY COST
FUNCTIONS WITH λ = 0.075, WHEN APPLIED TO THE L ENA TEST IMAGE ,
CORRUPTED WITH σ = 0.05; THE OBSERVED IMAGE ( SEE (17)) HAS SNR
= 11.49, PSNR = 24.74, SSIM = 0.36 AND MSE = 2.5e-3. T HE TV AND
EPLL RESULTS ARE INCLUDED AS BASELINES .

We use the biorthogonal 6.8 wavelet as dictionary Φ for
the BPDN problem11 defined in (1), considering 2 and 3
decomposition levels for the denoising and deconvolution
cases respectively. The ADMM and FISTA algorithm are run
until an exit condition is reached or the maximum number of
global iterations are reached (60 and 30 for the denoising and
deconvolution cases respectively).
In Tables I and II we list the final values of the collected
statistics for the denoising and deconvolution cases respectively, with noise level of σ = {0.05}12 . The performance
10 The SCAD and Firm thresholding rules are not considered since in [6]
it is reported that they have similar performance than NNG.
11 Due to the characteristics of Wavelets, the problem to be solved is slightly
different than (1), and it is given by arg min{u} 12 kH ∗ (Φu) − bk22 +
p(W u, λ), where W is a diagonal matrix of zeros and ones, which masks
out the approximation coefficients of the Wavelet transform.
12 Results for other σ values are not included due to space limitations, but
can be obtained via our publicly available [28] code.
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SNR
13.76
13.05
13.67
12.41
13.78
13.67
13.78
12.38
14.14
14.39

For the experiments in this Section, we use the dictionary
filter bank (FB) {Hk } consisting of 144 non-separable filters
of size 12 × 12 distributed with the SPORCO library [29].
It worth noting that there are some differences between
the ADMM and FISTA implementations use to solve (2).
The former, which is distributed with the SPORCO library,
computes the convolutions in the frequency domain in order
to improve its computational performance (see [4] for details).
The latter implementation computes the convolutions in the
spatial domain, by first pre-computing a separable approximation of the original non-separable FB (see [12] for details).
Both algorithms are run until a given maximum number of
global iterations is reached, independently chosen for the
ADMM (130 iterations) and FISTA (200 iterations) as to give
the best results (reconstruction quality and sparsity).
In Table III we list the final values of the collected statistics
for the CSC problem. We first highlight the different performance of the “L1” and “Mix” penalty functions, for either the
ADMM or FISTA implementations: the latter gives superior
results from reconstruction quality as well as from sparsity
point of view than the former. These results are representative
for the majority of images in the USC-SIPI database [27].
Moreover, it also worth noting that the trend observed for
the denoising and deconvolution problems (see Tables I and II
in Section IV-A), i.e. “L1”, “Mix” and “NNG” having a similar
performance while at the same time having better performance
than “Log”, is not same for the CSC problem. For the CSC, the
use of the “Log” penalty function gives slightly inferior results
than either the “L1” or “Mix”, whereas results for the “NNG”
case, the results are mixed: (i) via the ADMM algorithm,
“NNG” gives rather poor reconstruction results, albeit very
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sparse; (ii) via the FISTA algorithm, “NNG” gives very high
reconstruction metrics, however the resulting sparsity is very
high (about 1.5 times as much when compared to “L1” or
“Mix”). Overall, these results also hint a confirmation of the
conclusions presented in [6]: the best thresholding rule is
problem dependent.
Method
L1
NNG
ADMM Mix
Log
L1
NNG
FISTA Mix
Log

SNR
32.68
22.02
33.28
32.10
29.75
40.75
34.84
29.13

PSNR SSIM MSE Sp (%)
45.92 0.99 1.9e-5 31.58
35.25 0.94 2.2e-4 14.48
46.51 0.99 1.6e-5 21.99
45.33 0.98 2.1e-5 55.96
42.98 0.98 3.7e-5 35.76
54.00 0.99 0.3e-5 55.14
48.09 0.99 1.2e-5 39.33
42.37 0.97 4.3e-5 61.76

Cost
17.52
41.59
19.41
18.81
23.01
42.65
25.79
24.54

TABLE III
CSC

RESULTS FOR SOLVING CBPDN VIA THE ADMM AND FISTA
ALGORITHMS , WITH DIFFERENT PENALTY COST FUNCTIONS FOR
λ = 0.01, WHEN APPLIED TO THE ORIGINAL L ENA TEST IMAGE .

V. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a two-term penalty function and evaluated its performance for denoising and deconvolution problems, under the BPDN framework, and convolutional sparse
coding (CSC) problem, under the Convolutional BPDN framework.
Our experimental results, carried out via the ADMM and
FISTA algorithms, show that the proposed two-term penalty
function, when compared to alternatives such the `1 -norm,
Logarithmic and the penalty function associated with the NonNegative Garrote thresholding rule, is particularly effective
(better reconstruction with sparser solutions) for the CSC problem while attaining competitive performance for the denoising
and deconvolution problems.
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